Keeping everything in balance

New app listens to bipolar patients, detects mood swings by voice analysis

IU, two others to collaborate on concussion research

Memorial run celebrates the life of murdered medical school student
Outgoing UMHS CEO delivers final address

Study: Most Women Who Have Double Mastectomy Don’t Need It

How the ‘Nocebo Effect’ Might Explain Gluten Sensitivity

AMA President Ardis Dee Hoven on changes in America’s health care system

Paint, Write, Sing: How the Arts Help Heal Patients

THOUGHTS ON THE VA, FROM A PARALYZED MICHIGAN VETERAN
Statins do not prevent flare-ups from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

Health Canal - May 27, 2014

U-M's Northville center to offer bone, joint and spine health

HometownLife.com - May 27, 2014

Bipolar? There Could Soon Be an App for That

BET - May 27, 2014

Michigan health projects get more than $15 million

Crain's Detroit Business - May 27, 2014

Why Are More Breast Cancer Patients Choosing Contralateral Prophylactic Mastectomy?

MedicalResearch.com - May 25, 2014

The Transformative Power of Transparency


UMHS to Build $7M Critical Care Hub to Meet Demand for Care

Becker's Hospital Review - May 19, 2014
New Study Supports Safety of PCI for Heart Attack in Hospitals Without Onsite Cardiac Surgery

New Study Supports Safety of PCI for Heart Attack in Hospitals Without Onsite Cardiac Surgery
Health Canal - May 26, 2014

New Tool To Help Evaluate Depression Developed

New Tool To Help Evaluate Depression Developed
Daily Times Nigeria - May 25, 2014

Why Some Patients May Be Missing Out On Generic Drug Savings

Why Some Patients May Be Missing Out On Generic Drug Savings
Lincolncourier.com - May 25, 2014

Why Some Patients May Be Missing Out On Generic Drug Savings
Olney Daily Mail - May 25, 2014

Why Some Patients May Be Missing Out On Generic Drug Savings
Daily Tribune - May 25, 2014

Why Some Patients May Be Missing Out On Generic Drug Savings
Shoreline Times - May 25, 2014

Why Some Patients May Be Missing Out On Generic Drug Savings
The Trentonian - May 25, 2014

Why Some Patients May Be Missing Out On Generic Drug Savings
The Bulletin - May 25, 2014

Walberg learns about successes, concerns at Chelsea Health Center visit (WITH VIDEO)

Walberg learns about successes, concerns at Chelsea Health Center visit (WITH VIDEO)
Chelsea Standard - May 24, 2014

Most Women Who Have Double Mastectomy Don’t Need It
Most Women Who Have Double Mastectomy Don’t Need It
News-Line - May 23, 2014

Fear May Drive Decision for Preventive Double Mastectomy
Yahoo! Health - May 23, 2014

70 Percent of Double Mastectomies May Be Unnecessary
Shape.com - May 22, 2014

Popular diabetes drug linked to reduced glaucoma risk
Optometry Times - Modern Medicine - May 23, 2014

Doctors assist in executions despite ethics rules
Los Angeles Times - May 21, 2014

Double Mastectomy Often Not Needed, Study Finds

Find a Therapist - May 23, 2014

75% Of Women Who Have A Double Mastectomy Like Angelina Jolie, May Not Need To
Huffington Post - May 22, 2014

Most breast cancer patients who have double mastectomy don't need it
Fox News - May 22, 2014

Most Breast Cancer Patients Who Have Double Mastectomy Don't Need It, Study Says
Healthline - May 22, 2014

Angelina Effect: Doctors warn over worrying rise in double mastectomies after Jolie’s operation
Fear one reason why women opt for double mastectomies
NY Daily News - May 22, 2014

Majority of Women Undergoing Contralateral Prophylactic Mastectomy Have No Major Risk Factors for Developing Cancer in Both Breasts
The Asco Post - May 22, 2014

Wrong Women Getting Double Mastectomies, Study Finds
ABC News - May 22, 2014

Most Breast Cancer Patients Who Have a Double Mastectomy Don’t Need It, Study Says
Yahoo! Health - May 22, 2014

Study Finds 70% Of Double Mastectomies Not Needed
CBS Boston - CBS Local - May 22, 2014

Women opting for double mastectomies out of fear of cancer spreading
TheCelebrityCafe.com - May 22, 2014

What You Must Know Before Getting A Preventative Double Mastectomy
Health.com - May 22, 2014

Double mastectomy unnecessary for most women reports new study
Examiner.com - May 22, 2014

Double Mastectomy Concerns
WDIV-DET (NBC) - Detroit, MI - May 22, 2014

Anxiety And MRIs May Be Driving The Rise In Double Mastectomies
NPR Blogs - May 21, 2014

Double Mastectomy Often Not Needed, Study Finds
Newsday - May 21, 2014

Most Breast Cancer Patients Who Have Double Mastectomy Don’t Need It
livescience - May 21, 2014

Most Double Mastectomies Are Unnecessary, Study Finds
Newsweek - May 21, 2014

Double Mastectomy
WWJ-AM - Detroit, MI - May 21, 2014

Double Mastectomies Often Done for No Reason
Medscape - May 21, 2014
Some pancreatic cancer treatments may be going after the wrong targets, study finds

Medical Xpress - May 22, 2014

Eliminating scar tissue, inflammation may make tumors more deadly, find researchers

The Medical News - May 22, 2014

Most Women Who Get Double Mastectomy Don't Need It, Study Finds

Genetic testing, advanced imaging may lead more women to preventive double mastectomy
MedCity News - May 22, 2014

Double mastectomies are unnecessary in women with breast cancer says study
Congoo News - May 22, 2014

Study: Most women getting double mastectomies don’t need them | MassDevice.com On Call
Mass Device - May 22, 2014

Most Women Who Get Double Mastectomy Don't Need It, Study Finds
Albuquerque Express - May 22, 2014

Most Women Who Get Double Mastectomy Don't Need It, Study Finds
Knoxville Times - May 22, 2014

Most women who have double mastectomy don't need it
Prime Journal - May 22, 2014

Double mastectomy not necessary for most breast cancer patients who choose it, study shows
Cleveland.com - May 22, 2014

Most Women Who Get Double Mastectomy Don't Need It, Study Finds
Fear, MRIs tied to double mastectomy decision
NBCNEWS.com - May 21, 2014

Most breast cancer patients who get preventive double mastectomy don't need it
Chicago Tribune - May 21, 2014

Double Mastectomy: Most Breast Cancer Patients Don’t Need It, So Non-Cancer Patients Certainly Don’t
CBS News - May 21, 2014

Fear, MRIs tied to double mastectomy decision
Science 2.0 - May 21, 2014

Fear, MRIs tied to double mastectomy decision
Yahoo! News - May 21, 2014

Fear, MRIs tied to double mastectomy decision
Orlando Sentinel - May 21, 2014

Double Mastectomy Not Recommended for Most Breast Cancer Patients
Nature World News - May 21, 2014

Double mastectomy 'not necessary' for most women who receive one
Medical News Today - May 21, 2014

Study Questions Need for Double Mastectomy
WeAreCentralPA.com - May 21, 2014

Double Mastectomy Often Not Needed, Study Finds
MedicineNet - May 21, 2014

Double Mastectomy Often Not Needed, Study Finds
HealingWell.com - May 21, 2014

Double Mastectomy Often Not Needed, Study Finds

Double Mastectomy Often Not Needed, Study Finds
Doctors Lounge - May 21, 2014

Double Mastectomy Often Not Needed, Study Finds
Health.com - May 21, 2014

Study Shows “Angelina Effect” Leads to Unnecessary Procedures for Some Breast Cancer Patients
The Daily Beast - May 21, 2014

Double Mastectomy Often Not Needed, Study Finds
Philly.com - May 21, 2014
Study examines prophylactic double mastectomy following breast cancer diagnosis
Science Codex - May 21, 2014

Double Mastectomy Often Not Needed, Study Finds
MSN Healthy Living - May 21, 2014

Double Mastectomy Often Not Needed, Study Finds
Radio MD - May 21, 2014

Double Mastectomy Often Not Needed, Study Finds
HealthDay - May 21, 2014

Fear, MRIs tied to double mastectomy decision
99.9 Radio USA - May 21, 2014

Most women who have double mastectomy don't need it, study says
Medical Xpress - May 21, 2014

Preventive Double Mastectomy After Cancer Diagnosis Doesn’t Always Reduce The Risk Of Breast Cancer
Medical Daily - May 21, 2014

Fear, MRIs tied to double mastectomy decision
Sun Sentinel - May 21, 2014

Fear, MRIs tied to double mastectomy decision
The Baltimore Sun - May 21, 2014

Fear, MRIs tied to double mastectomy decision
The Virginia Gazette - May 21, 2014

Fear, MRIs tied to double mastectomy decision
Reuters US News - May 21, 2014

Double mastectomies are unnecessary in women with breast cancer, says study
The Medical News - May 21, 2014

Double Mastectomy Often Not Needed, Study Finds
Yahoo! Health - May 21, 2014

Fear, MRIs tied to double mastectomy decision
Yahoo! Health - May 21, 2014

1 in 3 Detroit pregnancies ends in abortion

1 in 3 Detroit pregnancies ends in abortion
The Detroit News - May 22, 2014
Capital Care going the distance

Capital Care going the distance
Toledo Blade (AP) - May 22, 2014

Parents of Overweight Kids More Likely to Give Schools Failing Grades for Fighting Obesity

Parents of Overweight Kids More Likely to Give Schools Failing Grades for Fighting Obesity
Natural Solutions - May 21, 2014

The Snore

The Snore
Jenkins Gym - May 21, 2014

Post-Op Transfers More Likely at Critical Access Hospitals

Post-Op Transfers More Likely at Critical Access Hospitals
MPR - May 21, 2014

Taste buds your key to healthy aging

Taste buds your key to healthy aging
Knoxville Times - May 21, 2014

Mice Run for Fun, Not Just Work, Research Shows

Mice Run for Fun, Not Just Work, Research Shows

Doctors Check Online Ratings From Patients and Make Change

Doctors Check Online Ratings From Patients and Make Change
The Wall Street Journal - May 19, 2014
Parents of overweight kids more likely to give schools failing grades for fighting obesity

Parents of overweight kids more likely to give schools failing grades for fighting obesity
Asian Hospital & Healthcare - May 21, 2014

Parents of overweight kids more likely to give schools failing grades for fighting obesity
Health Canal - May 20, 2014

Parents of overweight kids more likely to give schools failing grades for fighting obesity
Science Codex - May 20, 2014

Overweight kids’ parents more likely to give schools failing grades for fighting obesity
Health, Medical, and Science Updates - May 20, 2014

Parents of overweight kids more likely to give schools failing grades for fighting obesity
Yahoo! News - May 20, 2014

Parents of overweight kids more likely to give schools failing grades for fighting obesity
WLNS.com - May 20, 2014

Parents of overweight kids more likely to give schools failing grades for fighting obesity
The Telegraph - May 20, 2014

Parents of overweight kids more likely to give schools failing grades for fighting obesity
ToledoNewsNow.com - May 20, 2014

Taste test: Could sense of taste affect length of life?

Taste test: Could sense of taste affect length of life?
Richard Dawkins Foundation for Reason & Science - May 20, 2014

Post-Op Transfers More Likely at Critical Access Hospitals

Post-Op Transfers More Likely at Critical Access Hospitals
Physician Briefings - May 20, 2014

U-M’s Project ADAM Michigan can help schools prepare for sudden cardiac arrest emergencies

U-M’s Project ADAM Michigan can help schools prepare for sudden cardiac arrest emergencies
Health Canal - May 20, 2014

Does Your Doctor Feel More Like a Medical Clerk?

Does Your Doctor Feel More Like a Medical Clerk?
Patients on Medicaid Twice As Likely to Die After Surgery: Study

Study shows no benefit from widely used antioxidant in treating deadly lung disease

Survey: U.S. kids getting too much screen time

Parents of overweight kids more likely to give schools failing grade on childhood obesity efforts

Sense Of Taste May Play A Role In Longevity

Bitter-Sweet Symphony: Sense of Taste Affects Lifespan in Fruit Flies

Taste test: Could sense of taste affect length of life?
Taste Test: Could sense of taste affect length of life?
Health Canal - May 19, 2014

Study Shows No Benefit from Widely Used Antioxidant in Treating Deadly Lung Disease
Health Canal - May 19, 2014

Sepsis contributes to as many as half of all hospital deaths in U.S., study says
Health Canal - May 19, 2014

Medicaid surgery patients likely to be sicker, stay in hospitals longer
FierceHealthFinance - May 19, 2014

Medicaid Expansion Could Jeopardize Hospital Finances
Outpatient Surgery - May 19, 2014

UMHS to Build $7M Critical Care Hub to Meet Demand for Care
Becker's Hospital Review - May 19, 2014

Advisory committee announced for UMHS CEO search
The Michigan Daily - May 16, 2014

When Medical Students Make Errors
When Medical Students Make Errors

High-tech spoon helps those with hand tremors do everyday tasks
Detroit Free Press - May 19, 2014

High-tech spoon helps those with tremors tackle tasks
USA Today - May 18, 2014

Paul DeWolf

Friends, family, community remember Paul DeWolf with 5K run and tree dedication
Ann Arbor News - May 18, 2014

Diploma given to slain medical student’s family
Lansing State Journal (AP) - May 17, 2014

Paul DeWolf’s family accepts his University of Michigan medical degree during emotional ceremony
Ann Arbor News - May 16, 2014

Medicaid Patients in Poorer Preoperative Health

Medicaid Patients in Poorer Preoperative Health
YottaFire - May 18, 2014

Poorer Health of Surgery Patients on Medicaid May Alter Law’s Bottom Line
The Impact of Healthcare Reform on Hospitals and Health Systems

‘Free’ visit to doctor may not be so free after all

Critical access hospitals have higher transfer rates after surgery

Regents approve $7M project for emergency critical care

U. of Michigan project aims to boost critical care

University of Michigan Health System starts $300K search for new CEO

Sleep Apnea Patients: Get Better-Looking with CPAP

Printing miracles in 3D

Surgical Outcomes Worse for People on Medicaid: Study
Ypsilanti resident and Alzheimer's research coordinator published in newest 'Chicken Soup' book

Ann Arbor News - May 10, 2014

$7M UM hospital project aims to boost critical care

Crain's Detroit Business - May 16, 2014

The Register-Guard - May 16, 2014

Anchorage Daily News - May 16, 2014

Vida en el Valle - May 16, 2014

Cadillacnews.com (AP) - May 16, 2014

Tri-City Herald - May 16, 2014

The Olympian - May 16, 2014
Many breast cancer survivors unemployed after chemotherapy
mysanantonio.com - May 15, 2014

This Week in Health: Chemo after breast cancer could affect employment
New York - Metro - May 15, 2014

Helping a Senior With Dementia Who Wanders
Helping a Senior With Dementia Who Wanders
Agingcare.com - May 15, 2014

Concussion Rates Double Among High School Athletes: Report
Concussion Rates Double Among High School Athletes: Report
Radio MD - May 15, 2014

Brain Differences Found in NCAA Football Players
The Epoch Times - May 15, 2014

NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology: 2014 Updates
NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology: 2014 Updates
The Asco Post - May 15, 2014

How Is Your Mood Today? Hey, There's An App For That
How Is Your Mood Today? Hey, There's An App For That
Forbes.com - May 15, 2014

New app may detect mood swings associated with bipolar disorder
Fox News - May 14, 2014

Bipolar disorder app predicts mood swings by eavesdropping on phone conversations
EE Journal - May 14, 2014
Mobile App Could Help Predict Mood Swings For Bipolar Patients
RTTNews - May 14, 2014

Surgical Outcomes Worse For People On Medicaid: Study

Surgical Outcomes Worse for People on Medicaid: Study
Good Health - May 14, 2014

Critical access hospitals have higher transfer rates after surgery
Medical Xpress - May 14, 2014

Surgical Outcomes Are Worse For People On Medicaid
Health.com - May 14, 2014

Surgical Outcomes Worse For People On Medicaid: Study
Doctors Lounge - May 14, 2014

Critical access hospitals have higher transfer rates after surgery
Science Codex - May 14, 2014

Worse Health, More Problems, Higher Costs Among Medicaid Patients, Study Shows
Many Years Young - May 14, 2014

Surgical Outcomes Worse For People On Medicaid: Study
HealingWell.com - May 14, 2014

Surgical Outcomes Worse For People On Medicaid: Study - Drugs.com MedNews
Drugs.com - May 14, 2014

Surgical Outcomes Worse For People On Medicaid: Study
Radio MD - May 14, 2014

Surgical Outcomes Worse For People On Medicaid: Study
Philly.com - May 14, 2014

Surgical Outcomes Worse For People On Medicaid: Study
MedicineNet - May 14, 2014

Surgical Outcomes Worse For People On Medicaid: Study
MSN Healthy Living - May 14, 2014

Surgical Outcomes Worse For People On Medicaid: Study
Healthfinder.gov - May 14, 2014
Finding Help Far From Home

Finding Help Far From Home
WDIV-DET (NBC) - Detroit, MI - May 14, 2014

Brain differences found in college football players
The Journal Gazette - May 14, 2014

Brain differences found in NCAA football players
Azdailysun.com - May 13, 2014

Brain differences found in NCAA football players
Tri-City Herald - May 13, 2014

Brain differences found in NCAA football players
Anchorage Daily News - May 13, 2014

Brain differences found in NCAA football players
The News & Observer - May 13, 2014

Brain differences found in NCAA football players
MiamiHerald.com - May 13, 2014

Brain differences seen in NCAA footballers, especially those w/ concussions, small study says
StarTribune.com - May 13, 2014

Brain differences found in NCAA football players
Macon.com - May 13, 2014
Brain differences found in NCAA football players
SFGate - May 13, 2014

University of Houston professor develops app to detect skin cancer
University of Houston professor develops app to detect skin cancer
Mobi Health News - May 14, 2014

Many breast cancer survivors unemployed after chemotherapy
SFGate - May 13, 2014

Medicaid Surgery Patients Have Worse Outcomes, Higher Costs: Study

Surgery study shows worse health, more problems & higher costs among Medicaid patients
Bright Surf - May 13, 2014

Surgery study shows worse health, more problems and higher costs among Medicaid patients
Science Codex - May 13, 2014

Surgery study shows worse health, more problems and higher costs among Medicaid patients
Medical Xpress - May 12, 2014

Michigan surgery study shows worse health, more problems and higher costs among Medicaid patients
Health Canal - May 12, 2014

Migraine Awareness: Why Migraines Largely Remain A Mystery

Medical Daily - May 13, 2014

Smartphone App Monitors Mood Swings for Bipolar Disorder Patients
Listening to bipolar disorder: Smartphone app detects mood swings via voice analysis

Mood Monitoring App Shows Promise for Bipolar Disorder
Health Data Management - May 13, 2014

App for Bipolar Disorder Being Tested
US News & World Report - May 12, 2014

App for Bipolar Disorder Being Tested
HealthDay - May 12, 2014

App for Bipolar Disorder Being Tested
Philly.com - May 12, 2014

App for bipolar disorder being tested
MSN Healthy Living - May 12, 2014

App for Bipolar Disorder Being Tested
Doctors Lounge - May 12, 2014

App for Bipolar Disorder Being Tested
MedicineNet - May 12, 2014

App for Bipolar Disorder Being Tested
Radio MD - May 12, 2014
Listening to bipolar disorder: Smartphone app detects mood swings via voice analysis

PHONE MOOD PREDICTION
Science Update - May 12, 2014

Smartphone App Could Flag Mood Swings in People With Bipolar Disorder
IEEE Spectrum - May 09, 2014

A Smartphone App to Detect Bipolar Disorder
ThirdAge - May 09, 2014

Mobile app uses voice analysis to detect mood changes in bipolar patients
FierceMobileHealthcare - May 09, 2014

Listening to bipolar disorder: Smartphone App detects mood swings via voice analysis
ScienceDaily - May 08, 2014

5/11/14 - New approach may help manage the most troubling symptoms of dementia, lessen use of drugs
5/11/14 - New approach may help manage the most troubling symptoms of dementia, lessen use of drugs
Pharmacy Choice - May 11, 2014

Check Up: Study suggests link between migraines, bipolar disorder

Check Up: Study suggests link between migraines, bipolar disorder
Philly.com - May 11, 2014

Changes in the diagnosis, management of ocular surface squamous neoplasia

Changes in the diagnosis, management of ocular surface squamous neoplasia
EyeWorld News Magazine - May 10, 2014

Mother-daughter bond reaches into Metro area battle against lupus

Mother-daughter bond reaches into Metro area battle against lupus
The Detroit News - May 10, 2014

Brady’s 8th Grade "Prom"

Brady’s 8th Grade "Prom"
WJRT (ABC) - Flint, MI - May 10, 2014

Friend’s Surprise Local Boy Stuck in the Hospital

Friend’s Surprise Local Boy Stuck in the Hospital
WNEM (CBS) - Flint, MI - May 10, 2014
House Roundtable Explores State of U.S. Biomedical Innovation  

IRS Urged To Broaden Preventive Coverage In High-Deductible Plans

A civil war inside our cells: Scientists show how our bodies fight off 'jumping genes'

Listening to bipolar disorder: Smartphone app detects mood swings via voice analysis 

Smartphone App for Bipolar Detects Early Mood Changes

Listening to bipolar disorder: Smartphone app detects mood swings via voice analysis

A New Smartphone App Could Detect Mental Illness Just From Hearing Your Voice

Smartphone App Created for People with Bipolar Disorder

Smartphone app shows promise monitoring voice patterns to predict biopolar episodes

Listening to bipolar disorder: Smartphone app detects mood swings via voice analysis
Smartphone app predicts bipolar mood swings
cnet.com - May 08, 2014

Detecting Bipolar Disorder Mood Swings: There's An App For That
Science 2.0 - May 08, 2014

Study provides potential target for cutting off growth of cancer stem cells
The Medical News - May 08, 2014

Smartphone App Detects Bipolar Disorder Mood Swings Via Voice Analysis
Cellular-News.com - May 08, 2014

Listening to Bipolar Disorder: Smartphone App Detects Mood Swings via Voice Analysis
Medical Design Technology - May 08, 2014

Breast Cancer's Costly Side-Effect: Long-Term Unemployment
Breast Cancer's Costly Side-Effect: Long-Term Unemployment
WOR-AM (Radio) - New York, NY - May 09, 201

'She's super mom:' Mother of quintuplets talks crazy days and blessings

'She's super mom:' Mother of quintuplets talks crazy days and blessings
The Flint Journal - May 09, 2014

New target for prostate cancer resistant to hormone therapies
New target for prostate cancer resistant to hormone therapies
OncologyNurseAdvisor - May 08, 2014

How to Describe Medical Symptoms to Your Doctors
How to Describe Medical Symptoms to Your Doctors
Yahoo! News - May 08, 2014

How to Describe Medical Symptoms to Your Doctors
US News & World Report - May 08, 2014

U-M ROTC nursing grad carries on family tradition handed down by grandfather and brother
U-M ROTC nursing grad carries on family tradition handed down by grandfather and brother
Ann Arbor News - May 08, 2014
Sugary Beverages

WWJ-AM - Detroit, MI - May 08, 2014

University of Michigan Health System charged with raising quarter of school's $4B campaign

Ann Arbor News - May 08, 2014

Medical schools are turning out too many specialists, too few primary care physicians

Michigan Radio - May 07, 2014

Microfluidic technology reveals potential biomarker for early pancreatic cancer

HispanicBusiness.com - May 07, 2014

DDW: Gastroenterologists missing chances to shift to generic meds

DDW: Gastroenterologists missing chances to shift to generic meds
DDW: Gastroenterologists Missing Chances to Shift to Generic Meds
Physician Briefings - May 06, 2014

Prechter Fund’s research operations and recent breakthroughs
Prechter Fund’s research operations and recent breakthroughs
WWJ's Street Beat - May 03, 2014

Birth control and health equity
The Detroit News - May 06, 2014

Doctors Often Suggest Pricier, Brand-Name Meds for Reflux: Study
Find a Therapist - May 06, 2014

Doctors Miss The Chance To Recommend Equally Effective Bargain Medicines
News-Line - May 05, 2014

Cancer Omics—How Much Information is Enough?
Genetic Engineering & Biotechnology News - May 06, 2014

Assault on rights
Toledo Blade (AP) - May 06, 2014

Beauty sleep: Healthy women get it to look, feel better
Beauty sleep: Healthy women get it to look, feel better
USA Today - May 05, 2014

Pro/con: Use Michigan's existing tobacco laws to cover e-cigarettes (guest column)
Pro/con: Use Michigan's existing tobacco laws to cover e-cigarettes (guest column)
Detroit Free Press - May 05, 2014

Hundreds of lives saved by universal healthcare in US
Hundreds of lives saved by universal healthcare in US
NewScientist - May 05, 2014

Kidney Transplant Surgery Successful For Monroe Student
Kidney Transplant Surgery Successful For Monroe Student
Monroe News - May 03, 2014

Eye-movement test assists in diagnosis of concussions
Eye-movement test assists in diagnosis of concussions
News-JournalOnline.com (AP) - May 05, 2014

A Deadly Virus Just Arrived in the U.S. Here's what you need to know about it
A Deadly Virus Just Arrived in the U.S. Here's what you need to know about it
New Republic - May 04, 2014

Snooze or lose: New studies show sleep is not only healthy but helps you look better
Snooze or lose: New studies show sleep is not only healthy but helps you look better
Detroit Free Press - May 04, 2014

After battle with cancer, Derrick Nash takes the field with Central Michigan University football team
After battle with cancer, Derrick Nash takes the field with Central Michigan University football team
Saginaw News - May 04, 2014

St. Joseph Mercy Ann Arbor CEO and U-M Health Systems VP announce endorsements for May 6 AAATA millage
St. Joseph Mercy Ann Arbor CEO and U-M Health Systems VP announce endorsements for May 6 AAATA millage
Ann Arbor Journal - May 04, 2014

New Report About Effect of Distracted Driving

Poll shows most parents are distracted behind the wheel
Michigan Radio - May 04, 2014

With Kids In Car, Parents Still Likely to Use Cellphones
Find a Therapist - May 03, 2014

With Kids In Car, Parents Still Likely to Use Cellphones
US News & World Report - May 02, 2014

With Kids In Car, Parents Still Likely to Use Cellphones
Doctors Lounge - May 02, 2014

With Kids In Car, Parents Still Likely to Use Cellphones - Drugs.com MedNews
Drugs.com - May 02, 2014

With Kids In Car, Parents Still Likely to Use Cellphones
MedicineNet - May 02, 2014

With Kids In Car, Parents Still Likely to Use Cellphones
MSN Healthy Living - May 02, 2014

With Kids In Car, Parents Still Likely to Use Cellphones
Philly.com - May 02, 2014

With Kids In Car, Parents Still Likely to Use Cellphones
Health.com - May 02, 2014

Parents Just As Likely To Use Cell Phones While Driving As Other Drivers, Putting Child Passengers At Risk
News-Line - May 02, 2014

Baby On Board Stickers Don’t Stop Parents From Using Cellphones With Kids In Their Car
Science 2.0 - May 01, 2014

Parents just as likely to use cell phones while driving as other drivers, putting child passengers at risk
Newsday's In the Garage - April 30, 2014
Study: 90 percent of parents admit to distracted driving with child on board
Ann Arbor News - April 30, 2014

Parents just as likely to use cell phones while driving as other drivers, putting child passengers at risk
Reuters - April 30, 2014

Parents just as likely to use cell phones while driving as other drivers, putting child passengers at risk
Boston Globe - April 30, 2014

Doctors Often Suggest Pricier, Brand-Name Meds for Reflux: Study

Doctors Often Suggest Pricier, Brand-Name Meds for Reflux: Study
US News & World Report - May 03, 2014

Doctors miss the chance to recommend equally effective generics
Health Canal - May 03, 2014

Doctors Often Suggest Pricier, Brand-Name Meds for Reflux: Study
Health.com - May 03, 2014

Doctors Often Suggest Pricier, Brand-Name Meds for Reflux: Study
Radio MD - May 03, 2014

Doctors Often Suggest Pricier, Brand-Name Meds for Reflux: Study
MedicineNet - May 03, 2014

Doctors push name brand digestive drugs
Health, Medical, and Science Updates - May 03, 2014

Doctors Often Suggest Pricier, Brand-Name Meds for Reflux: Study
Winnipeg Free Press - May 03, 2014

Doctors Often Suggest Pricier, Brand-Name Meds for Reflux: Study
MedBroadcast - May 03, 2014

Doctors Often Suggest Pricier, Brand-Name Meds for Reflux: Study
Doctors Lounge - May 03, 2014

Doctors Often Suggest Pricier, Brand-Name Meds for Reflux: Study
Philly.com - May 03, 2014

Doctors Often Suggest Pricier, Brand-Name Meds for Reflux: Study
Health On the Net Foundation - May 03, 2014

Doctors Often Suggest Pricier, Brand-Name Meds for Reflux: Study
MSN Healthy Living - May 03, 2014
'Pulse ox' test now required for all Michigan newborns
KSAT San Antonio - May 03, 2014

Kids and Screen Time

Screen-Free Days For Children Worth A Shot To Curb This
Emaxhealth - May 03, 2014

Preschoolers Getting Too Much Screen Time: Survey
US News & World Report - May 02, 2014

Preschoolers Getting Too Much Screen Time: Survey
Health On the Net Foundation - May 02, 2014

Preschoolers Getting Too Much Screen Time: Survey
Winnipeg Free Press - May 02, 2014

Preschoolers getting too much screen time: Survey
MSN Healthy Living - May 02, 2014

Preschoolers Getting Too Much Screen Time: Survey - Drugs.com MedNews
Drugs.com - May 02, 2014

Preschoolers Getting Too Much Screen Time: Survey
MedBroadcast - May 02, 2014

Preschoolers Getting Too Much Screen Time: Survey
Radio MD - May 02, 2014

Preschoolers Getting Too Much Screen Time: Survey
Doctors Lounge - May 02, 2014

Preschoolers Getting Too Much Screen Time: Survey
Philly.com - May 02, 2014

Preschoolers Getting Too Much Screen Time: Survey
MedicineNet - May 02, 2014

Preschoolers Getting Too Much Screen Time: Survey
MSN Healthy Living - May 02, 2014

Preschoolers Getting Too Much Screen Time: Survey
HealthDay - May 02, 2014

Preschoolers Getting Too Much Screen Time: Survey
Preschoolers Getting Too Much Screen Time: Survey
Health.com - May 02, 2014

Limiting media devices for young children
Medical news Today - May 02, 2014

University of Michigan poll finds most parents limit screen time for kids
Examiner.com - May 01, 2014

Learn how to limit screen time for kids
Yahoo! News - April 30, 2014

Keeping Kids Away from the Screen: How Parents Limit Media Usage
Science World Report - April 29, 2014

Screening out: what are parents doing to limit screen time for young children?
Boston Globe - April 29, 2014

UMHS announces details of fundraising campaign
UMHS announces details of fundraising campaign
The Michigan Daily - May 02, 2014

U-M Health System Launches Website to Reach $1 Billion Goal
U-M Health System Launches Website to Reach $1 Billion Goal
DBusiness - May 02, 2014

Combination Of Alcohol And Tobacco Increases Risk Of Esophageal Cancer
Combination Of Alcohol And Tobacco Increases Risk Of Esophageal Cancer
News-Line - May 02, 2014
Breast Cancer’s Costly Side-Effect: Long-Term Unemployment

Breast Cancer Can Impact Employment, Researchers Say
NBC Nightly News - May 01, 2014

Chemotherapy: Effect on Jobs (Dr. Katz 33:58 Mark)
Arise News - April 30, 2014

University of Michigan Health System sets $1 billion fundraising goal

University of Michigan Health System sets $1 billion fundraising goal
Crain's Detroit Business - May 01, 2014

Kids and Screen Time

Limiting media devices for young children
Medical News Today - May 01, 2014

New Report About Effect of Distracted Driving

Parents’ Distracted Driving Puts Child Passengers at Risk
Claims Journal - May 01, 2014

Parents Just As Likely To Engage In Distractions While Driving Which Puts Child Passengers At Risk
Red Orbit - May 01, 2014

Parents just as likely to use cell phones while driving, putting child passengers at risk
Bright Surf - May 01, 2014

UM STUDY: PARENTS AS GUILTY AS ANYONE OF CELL PHONE DISTRACTED DRIVING
Technology Century - April 30, 2014

Parents just as likely to use cell phones while driving, putting child passengers at risk
Medical Xpress - April 30, 2014

Toledo’s Abortion Clinic

State of Ohio presses to close Toledo’s last abortion facility over ‘local’ admitting privileges
LifeSiteNews.com - May 01, 2014

Toledo’s last abortion clinic fighting to remain open
13abc.com - May 01, 2014

State asks to end abortion clinic’s UM hospital deal
Norwalk Reflector - May 01, 2014
Procedure To Reduce Use Of Drugs In Treating Dementia Patients Developed In Michigan

Healthcare Leaders Back Transit Millage

Emerging Scholars Symposium celebrates breakthrough clinical research

New Report About Effect of Distracted Driving
Study: 90 percent of parents admit to distracted driving with child on board
Ann Arbor News - April 30, 2014

Parents just as likely to use cell phones while driving as other drivers, putting child passengers at risk
My Fox Nepa - April 30, 2014

Parents just as likely to use cell phones while driving as other drivers, putting child passengers at risk
WLNS.com - April 30, 2014

Parents just as likely to use cell phones while driving as other drivers, putting child passengers at risk
Health Canal - April 30, 2014

Parents just as likely to use cell phones while driving, putting child passengers at risk
Science Codex - April 30, 2014

Kids and Screen Time
Tips on limiting screen time for kids
Top News - May 01, 2014

Screening out: what are parents doing to limit screen time for young children?
The Huron County View - May 01, 2014
Screening out: What are parents doing to limit screen time for young children?
Bright Surf - April 30, 2014

State Asks to End Abortion Clinic’s UM Hospital Deal
State asks to end abortion clinic's UM hospital deal
Toledo Blade (AP) - May 01, 2014

New Approach to Dementia Symptoms Lessens Drug Use
New Approach to Dementia Symptoms Lessens Drug Use
Advance for Speech-Language Pathologists and Audiologists - May 01, 2014

Breast Cancer's Costly Side-Effect: Long-Term Unemployment
Cancer Plus Chemo Might Put Your Job At Risk
NPR - April 30, 2014

Chemo for Breast Ca May Lead to Job Loss
ThirdAge - April 30, 2014
Chemotherapy After Breast Cancer May Affect Employment
MySuncoast.com - April 30, 2014

Unemployment Common After Breast Cancer Treatment
News-Line - April 30, 2014

Leapfrog Group safety report gives 35% of Michigan hospitals an ‘A’
Leapfrog Group safety report gives 35% of Michigan hospitals an ‘A’
Crain’s Detroit Business - April 30, 2014

Microfluidic Technology Reveals Potential Biomarker For Early Pancreatic Cancer
Microfluidic Technology Reveals Potential Biomarker For Early Pancreatic Cancer
Red Orbit - April 30, 2014